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ABSTRACT A hybrid transceiver architecture is conceived for a cognitive radio (CR) aided millimeter wave
(mmWave) multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) downlink system relying on multiple
radio frequency (RF) chains both at the CR base station (CBS) and the secondary users (SUs). To begin
with, a hybrid transceiver design algorithm is proposed for the CBS and SUs, to maximize the sum spectral
efficiency (SE) by decoupling the hybrid transceiver into a blind minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
receiver combiner (RC) and optimal-capacity two-stage hybrid transmit precoder (TPC) components. These
RC-weights and TPC-weights are subsequently found by using the popular simultaneous orthogonal match-
ing pursuit (SOMP) technique. A closed-form solution is derived for the optimal power allocation that
maximizes the sum SE under the associated interference and transmit power constraints. To achieve user
fairness, we also propose an optimal power allocation scheme for maximizing the geometric mean (GM) of
the SU rates. Finally, a low-complexity limited feedback aided hybrid transceiver is designed, which relies
on the random vector quantization (RVQ) technique. Our simulation results demonstrate that an improved
SE is achieved in comparison to the state-of-the-art techniques.

INDEX TERMS Millimeter wave, cognitive radio, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), hybrid beam-
forming, sparse reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication technology,
which exploits the large slabs of bandwidth available in 30 −
300 GHz band, provides the wireless industry an exceptional
opportunity to support ultra-high data rates on the order of
Gbps in beyond 5 G (B5G) wireless networks [1], [2]. On the
other hand, the inevitable proliferation of connected devices
in B5G can potentially lead to spectral congestion. In such
a system, advanced spectrum sharing-based cognitive radio
(CR) technology, together with mmWave communication, is

likely to play a vital role in enhancing the overall system spec-
tral efficiency (SE). However, communication in the mmWave
regime is a challenging task due to the severe propagation,
penetration losses and signal blockages [3]. Thankfully, the
short wavelength of signals in the mmWave band enables the
dense packing of a large number of antenna elements, which
leads to a high beamforming gain that can be exploited to
overcome the above losses [2].This also presents an excellent
opportunity to harness CR technology, wherein the mmWave
spectrum allocated to licensed primary users (PUs) can be
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accessed opportunistically by the unlicensed secondary users
(SUs).

In such mmWave multiuser (MU) multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) CR systems, the design of suitable precod-
ing/combining techniques is an immensely challenging task
due to the power and hardware constraints coupled with the
stringent interference threshold constraints set by the PUs.
Furthermore, the conventional fully-digital transmit precoding
(TPC)/receiver combining (RC) schemes used in sub-6 GHz
MIMO systems are unsuited for the mmWave band as they re-
quire a separate radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna,
which leads to high hardware cost and power consumption [2],
[4]. To avoid the above shortcomings, the recently proposed
hybrid MIMO architecture [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] has shown
significant promise in attaining the much needed beamform-
ing gain using a remarkably low number of RF chains. Hence,
hybrid TPC/RC design along with optimal power allocation
holds the key toward practical realization of mmWave MIMO
CR systems, which forms the focus of this work. A brief
literature review of research in this area is presented next.

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
The initial investigations in [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18] demonstrated that mmWave networks
can efficiently share the available spectrum by relying on be-
spoke spectrum access techniques. Specifically, [9] provided a
comprehensive survey of spectrum sharing paradigms in 5 G
CR networks. Rebato et al., in their seminal work in [14],
conceived a hybrid spectrum sharing scheme for mmWave
CR systems wherein the mmWave spectrum is pooled among
multiple cellular operators. Additionally, [15] provided a
mathematical framework for multi-operator spectrum-shared
mmWave networks and analyzed the coverage probability in
such systems. Furthermore, Li et al. [16] proposed a decentral-
ized reinforcement learning-based algorithm for maximizing
the throughput of dynamic spectrum-sharing enabled ultra-
dense mmWave CR systems. In contrast to [16], the authors
of [17] proposed a data-driven approach to maximize the
throughput of spectrum-sharing enabled mmWave networks,
which is also robust to insufficient signaling and missing CSI.
The authors of [18] designed various carrier sensing protocols
for distributed interference management in spectrum-shared
mmWave networks. However, one must note that the benefits
of spectrum sharing are strongly influenced by coordina-
tion techniques, which are closely related to the underlying
architecture [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. In [19], the
authors maximized the throughput and fairness of the users
by employing joint beamforming, coordination and base sta-
tion (BS) association, in the multi-operator spectrum-shared
mmWave downlink of a cellular network. Along similar lines,
the authors of [20] maximized the geometric mean (GM) of
the user rates for ensuring fairness in resource allocation.

Furthermore, Park et al. [21] employed inter-operator co-
ordination to construct the complementary cumulative distri-
bution function (CCDF) of the rate and concluded that the

coordination is effective in spectrum sharing when the opera-
tors are densely tessellated and form wide beams. It is worth
noting that the studies [23], [24] show the negative impact of
the shared spectrum on the achievable SE when the interfer-
ence power is not regulated. To avoid this, the authors of [25]
proposed spectrum sharing microwave systems relying on a
single BS having a single RF chain and proposed a phase-only
TPC to limit the interference. Vázquez et al. [26], proposed a
hybrid beamforming solution for spectrum-sharing backhaul
networks that maximize the array gain at the intended re-
ceiver, while forcing the array gain of the unintended users
to lie below a maximum tolerable threshold. Furthermore,
the very recent treatise [27] determined the hybrid transceiver
architecture of mmWave MU MIMO CR systems for both the
uplink and the downlink based on the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM). As a further advance, the
authors of [28] extended the equal gain transmission-block
diagonalization (EGT-BD) based two-stage transceiver design
of [29] to mmWave MU MIMO CR systems by relying on
optimal power allocation subject to a specific interference
threshold. The analog TPC/RC was designed separately from
the digital TPC/RC. Moreover, the authors of [30] investigated
spectrum sharing over the mmWave band between cellular and
WiGig users, and proposed an iterative channel allocation and
hybrid beamforming algorithm that maximized the sum rate of
cellular users while minimizing the interference to the WiGig
network. Furthermore, the authors of [31], [32] investigated
hybrid TPC designs for enhancing the physical layer security
of mmWave CR systems.

Although, the contributions reviewed above and the refer-
ences therein form a rich literature on mmWave MIMO CR
systems, several shortcomings remain to be addressed. To be-
gin with, for an mmWave MU MIMO CR system, the optimal
power allocation has not been considered, even though it has
a significant impact on the overall performance. Furthermore,
the MUI cancellation techniques of the existing mmWave MU
MIMO CR systems have been designed by considering only
single RF chains at the users. The extension of this problem
to multi antenna users each having multiple RF chains has
not been addressed yet. Moreover, none of the existing studies
have designed the hybrid TPC/RC using limited feedback in
this context. These knowledge gaps motivate us to develop
a hybrid transceiver for a mmWave MU MIMO CR system
for supporting multi-antenna, multi-RF users, while also de-
termining the optimal power allocation based on the available
CSI and interference power constraints set by the PU for both
the analog and limited feedback scenarios. Our novel contri-
butions are boldly and explicitly contrasted to the existing
literature in Table 1. Our novel contributions are presented
next in more detail.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK
1) The hybrid transceiver design problem is formulated to

achieve the sum SE maximization of the mmWave MU
MIMO CR downlink, while considering the interference
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TABLE 1. Summary of Literature Survey on mmWave MIMO CR Systems

power constraint set by the PU as well as the power and
hardware constraints imposed by the mmWave hybrid
MIMO architecture. In order to solve this challenging
non-convex problem, the hybrid transceiver optimiza-
tion problem is decoupled into blind MMSE-optimal
hybrid RC design and optimal-capacity hybrid TPC de-
sign. Next, the MMSE combiner is designed for each
SU via the efficient simultaneous orthogonal match-
ing pursuit (SOMP) technique, considering the optimal
fully-digital TPC with blind equal-power allocation to
each stream at the CBS.

2) The associated sum SE maximization problem is formu-
lated under both hardware and interference constraints,
by exploiting the effective channel matrix of each SU,
that comprises both the blind MMSE RC and the
mmWave MIMO channel. A simplified two-stage hy-
brid TPC design procedure is also developed, which
designs the RF and BB TPCs in the first and second
stages, respectively.

3) Employing the RF TPC together with the BB TPCs, a
closed-form solution is derived for the optimal power
allocation to maximize the SE of the system. Further-
more, in order to achieve fairness, a power allocation
solution is also derived to maximize the GM of the SU
rates.

4) A low-complexity hybrid transceiver design is also de-
veloped for limited-feedback systems. Since this has a
significantly reduced feedback overhead, it is eminently
suited for practical mmWave MIMO CR systems.

C. NOTATION
A, a, and a represent a matrix, a vector, and a scalar quantity
respectively; The ith column, (i, j)th element, and Hermitian
of matrix A are denoted by A(i), A(i, j), and AH , respec-
tively; ||A||F denotes the the Frobenius norm of A, whereas
|A| represents its determinant; Tr(A) denotes its trace; ||a||p
represents p-th norm of a; diag(A) is a column vector formed
by the diagonal entries of A whereas D(a) denotes a diagonal
matrix with vector a on its main diagonal; The expecta-
tion operator is represented as E[·]; R(A) and C(A) denote
the row and column spaces of the matrix A; IM denotes
an M × M identity matrix; the symmetric complex Gaussian

FIGURE 1. Block diagram of a mmWave MU-MIMO underlay cognitive
radio system.

distribution of mean a and covariance matrix A is represented
as CN (a, A).

II. MMWAVE MU MIMO CR SYSTEM
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a mmWave MU MIMO CR system operating in the
underlay mode, where a CBS having Nt transmit antennas
(TAs) and Mt RF chains is communicating to M SUs each
having Nr receive antennas (RAs) and Mr RF chains in the
presence of a PU, as shown in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, as demonstrated in Fig. 2, in order to support
multi-stream communication using an hybrid architecture, the
number of RF chains Mt at the CBS is constrained to satisfy
MNs ≤ Mt ≤ Nt , whereas for each SU we have Ns ≤ Mr ≤
Nr, where Ns represents the number of parallel data streams
per SU. This allows the CBS to apply the Mt × MNs BB digi-
tal TPC FBB followed by an Nt × Mt RF TPC FRF comprising
only analog phase shifters. At this point, it is important to note
that this paper focuses on the hybrid transceiver design for
SUs, which also operate in the same frequency band as the PU.
Furthermore, the PU can apply TPC techniques independently
of the secondary system depending on various metrics such
as SE maximization, BER reduction, etc., assuming the SU’s
absence. Because the SUs must avoid violating the maximum
tolerable interference imposed by the PU, the overall SE of
the system suffers as a result of power constraints at the SUs.

Let Hm ∈ C
Nr×Nt , m = 1, . . . M, denote the mmWave

MIMO channel matrix of all the links spanning from the CBS
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FIGURE 2. Hybrid transceiver architecture of the CBS and the mth SU in a downlink MU mmWave MIMO CR system.

to the mth SU and G ∈ C
Nr×Nt represent the same between the

CBS and the PU. By considering a narrowband block-fading
channel model [3], [7], the signal ym ∈ C

Nr×1 received at the
mth SU is given by

ym = HmFRFFBBD(
√

p)s + nm

= HmFRFFBB,mD(
√

pm)sm

+
M∑

n=1,n �=m

HmFRFFBB,nD(
√

pn)sn + nm, (1)

where s = [sT
1 , sT

2 , . . . , sT
M ]T ∈ C

MNs×1 denotes the symbol
vector corresponding to all the SUs and each sm ∈ C

Ns×1

is the symbol vector corresponding to the mth SU having
zero mean and covariance matrix Rss,m = E[smsH

m ] = INs .
Furthermore, p = [pT

1 , . . . , pT
m, . . . , pT

M ]T ∈ R
MNs×1 denote

the power allocation vector, where pm(i) signifies the power
allocated to the ith stream at the mth SU. In the above, note
that the analog TPC FRF is same for all the SUs, whereas the
BB precoder FBB,m ∈ C

Mt×Ns corresponds to the mth SU, so
that FBB = [FBB,1, . . . , FBB,m, . . . , FBB,M ] and nm ∈ C

Nr×1

are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process with distri-
bution CN (0, σ 2I).

The received signal ỹm ∈ C
Ns×1 processed at the mth SU is

given by

ỹm = WH
BB,mWH

RF,mHmFRFFBB,mD(
√

pm)sm

+
M∑

n=1,n �=m

WH
BB,mWH

RF,mHmFRFFBB,nD(
√

pn)sn

+ WH
BB,mWH

RF,mnm, (2)

where each SU processes the received signal ym by an RF RC
WRF,m ∈ C

Nr×Mr followed by the BB RC WBB,m ∈ C
Mr×Ns .

This treatise considers a fully connected hybrid MIMO archi-
tecture, where each RF chain is connected to all the antenna
elements via analog phase shifters. Hence, the magnitudes of
all elements of FRF and WRF,m are constrained to 1√

Nt
and

1√
Nr

, respectively.

B. MMWAVE MIMO CHANNEL MODEL
The narrowband mmWave MIMO channel between the mth
SU and the CBS, as per the geometrical channel model of [3],
[5], [7] can be expressed as

Hm =
√

NtNr

Np

Np∑
l=1

αm,l ar (θm,l )a
H
t (φm,l ), (3)

where αm,l represents the complex-valued multipath gain of
the lth path component for the mth SU and Np denotes the
number of scatterers. The quantity ar (θm,l ) ∈ C

Nr×1 denotes
the antenna array steering vector at the mth SU corresponding
to the angle of arrival (AoA) θm,l and at (φm,l ) ∈ C

Nt×1 rep-
resents the same at the CBS for the angle of departure (AoD)
φm,l . Furthermore, the CBS and each SU are assumed to have
uniform linear antenna arrays (ULA), for which their array
steering vectors are given by

at (φm,l ) = 1√
Nt

[1, e j
2πdt sin (φm,l )

λ , . . . , e j
2π (Nt−1)dt sin (φm,l )

λ ]T ,

ar (θm,l ) = 1√
Nr

[1, e j
2πdr sin (θm,l )

λ , . . . , e j
2π (Nr−1)dr sin (θm,l )

λ ]T ,

(4)

where dt and dr represent the antenna separation at the CBS
and each SU, respectively, while λ denotes the wavelength of
the mmWave signal.

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The objective of this work is to design the hybrid RCs{
WRF,m, WBB,m

}M
m=1, hybrid TPC FRF, FBB, and the optimal

power allocation vector p for ensuring that the overall SE of
the system is maximized, subject to total CBS transmit power
constraint i.e., ‖FRFFBBD(

√
p)‖2

F ≤ Pmax and a constraint on
the interference generated to the PU does not exceed a certain
interference threshold Ith. Employing the received signal of
(2), the SE of the system is expressed as

Rsum =
M∑

m=1

log2

(∣∣INs + �m
∣∣) , (5)
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where the matrix �m ∈ C
Ns×Ns is given by (7), shown at

the bottom of this page. Assuming that the CBS has com-
plete knowledge of the channel matrix G, the cumulative
interference imposed at the PU because of the downlink com-
munication between the CBS and SUs is expressed as [27]

IPU =
M∑

m=1

∣∣∣∣GFRFFBB,mD(
√

pm)
∣∣∣∣2

F . (6)

Therefore, the SE maximization problem can be formulated
as

max{
WRF,m,WBB,m

}M

m=1
,FRF,FBB,D(p)

Rsum

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
|FRF(i, j)| = 1√

Nt
,∀i, j,∣∣WRF,m(i, j)

∣∣ = 1√
Nr

,∀i, j, m,

IPU ≤ Ith,

‖FRFFBBD(
√

p)‖2
F ≤ Pmax,

(8)

where the second last constraint in the above optimization
problem limits the interference received at the PU to Ith. It
can be readily observed that the direct maximization of (8)
requires a joint optimization over the five matrix variables
(
{
WRF,m, WBB,m

}M
m=1, FRF, FBB,D(p)). Moreover, solving

the global optimization problem is intractable due to the
non-convex objective function and non-convex constraints
imposed on the elements of the RF RC WRF,m and TPC
FRF. As a result, we decouple the problem (8) into two
sub-optimization problems as follows. In the first step, each
SU designs its blind MMSE hybrid RC WRF,m, WBB,m,∀m,
assuming that the optimal fully digital TPC is being used at
the CBS and also considering equal-power allocation for each
stream, which is calculated based on the maximum interfer-
ence level Ith tolerated by the PU. In the second step, given
the knowledge of the hybrid RCs of each SU, the CBS now
designs the TPCs FRF, FBB, and subsequently also determines
the optimal power allocation vector p. These steps are now
described in detail in the following subsections using the sup-
porting mathematical framework.

III. BLIND MMSE COMBINER DESIGN AT EACH SU
In the CR downlink, each SU estimates its own channel to
design the appropriate RC without knowing TPC at CBS
and then feeds back both the CSI and RC matrices to
the CBS for TPC design toward downlink communication.
Therefore, we begin by designing the blind hybrid MMSE
RC comprised of WRF,m, WBB,m, while assuming the TPC
at the CBS to be the optimal unconstrained TPC F̄opt

m =
[F̄1, F̄2, . . . , F̄m, . . . , F̄M ] ∈ C

Nt×MNs for the mth SU with
equal-power allocation to all the streams. Note that the equal-

power allocation is based on the fact that the SUs have no
information about the channel matrix G between CBS and PU.
Further, to mitigate the MUI at the mth SU, we set HmF̄n = 0
i.e., F̄n ∈ N (Hm),∀n �= m, which can be designed using the
SVD of Hm = Um�mVH

m. Toward this, let us write the SVD
of Hm as

Hm =
[
U1

m U2
m

] [�1
m 0

0 �2
m

] [
V1

m V2
m

]H
, (9)

where U1
m comprises the first Ns columns of Um, �1

m con-
sists of the first Ns singular values, and V1

m is comprised
of the first Ns columns of Vm. Hence, the optimal TPC
at the mth SU, which eliminates both the ISI and MUI is
given by setting, F̄m = V1

m and F̄i,i �=m = V2
m(:, Nt − Ns : Ns).

Hence, the RCs WRF,m, WBB,m are designed for minimizing
the mean-squared-error (MSE) between the transmitted and
the corresponding processed received signal for each SU. The
signal ym ∈ C

Nr×1 received at the mth SU upon assuming F̄opt
m

at the CBS can be written as

ym = HmF̄opt
m D(

√
p)s + nm. (10)

Furthermore, the blind power allocation ρm apportioned for
each stream of the mth SU can be calculated by sharing the tol-
erable interference Ith equally amongst the MNs data streams,
which is given by ρm = Ith

||GF̄opt
m ||2F

. With the aid of F̄opt
m , (10)

can be rewritten as

ym = √
ρmHmF̄msm + nm. (11)

Using F̄m = V1
m, (11) can be approximated as

ym ≈ √
ρmU1

m�1
msm + nm. (12)

The hybrid MMSE RC design problem at the mth SU can
therefore be formulated as

(Wopt
RF,m, Wopt

BB,m) =
arg min

WRF,m,WBB,m

E
[||sm − WH

BB,mWH
RF,mym||22

]
,

s.t.
∣∣WRF,m(i, j)

∣∣ = 1√
Nr

,∀i, j, (13)

where one can readily observe that the objective is to min-
imize the MSE between the transmitted signal sm and the
processed received signal WH

BB,mWH
RF,mym. It is worth noting

that in the absence of the constant magnitude constraints on
the elements of WRF,m, the fully digital solution of (13) is
given by the linear MMSE RC WH

MMSE,m as [33]

WH
MMSE,m = Rs̄y,mR−1

ȳ̄y,m. (14)

�m = WH
BB,mWH

RF,mHmFRFFBB,mD(pm)FH
BB,mFH

RF,mHH
m WRFWBB,m∑M

n=1,n �=m WH
BB,mWH

RF,mHmFRFFBB,nD(pn)FH
BB,nFH

RFHH
mWRF,mWBB,m + σ 2WH

BB,mWH
RF,mWRF,mWBB,m

(7)
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Using the received signal ȳm and sm, one can derive the co-
variance matrices as follows

Rsȳ,m = E[smȳH
m ] = √

ρm�1
mU1H

m ,

Rȳȳ,m = E[ȳmȳH
m ] = U1

m (ρm(�1
m)2 + σ 2INs )︸ ︷︷ ︸

�m

(U1
m)H. (15)

The linear MMSE RC WMMSE,m using (15) is given by

WH
MMSE,m = Rsȳ,mR−1

ȳȳ,m

= √
ρm�1

m(U1
m)H (U1

m�m(U1
m)H )−1

. (16)

By exploiting the fact that if A, B and C are invertible,
(ABC)−1 = C−1B−1A−1 and (U1

m)−1 = (U1
m)H , we have

WH
MMSE,m = √

ρm�1
m (U1

m)H U1
m︸ ︷︷ ︸

INs

�−1
m (U1

m)H

= √
ρm�1

m�−1
m (U1

m)H

= √
ρm�1

m(ρm(�1
m)2 + σ 2INs )−1(U1

m)H

= 1√
ρm

(�1
m)

(
(�1

m)2 + σ 2

ρm
INs

)−1

(U1
m)H (17)

Note that it is easy to compute the above matrix WMMSE,m at
each SU, since the inverse of the diagonal matrix ((�1

m)2 +
σ 2

ρm
INs )−1 is easy to determine. Furthermore, the optimization

problem (13) can be reformulated as

(Wopt
RF,m, Wopt

BB,m) =

arg min
WRF,m,WBB,m

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣R 1
2
ȳ̄y,m(WMMSE,m − WRF,mWBB,m)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

,

s.t.
∣∣WRF,m(i, j)

∣∣ = 1√
Nr

,∀i, j. (18)

However, the non-convex nature of the constraints imposed on
the elements of WRF,m renders the solution of (18) intractable.
This problem can be addressed by employing the following
key observations:

1) Observe (17) that the columns of the unitary matrix U1
m

form an orthonormnal basis for the column space of the
matrix WMMSE,m, i.e., C(WMMSE,m ) = C(U1

m).
2) Exploiting the structure of the mmWave MIMO channel

in (3), one can see that the row and column spaces of Hm

are subsets of the transmit and receive array response
matrices, At,m ∈ C

Nt×Lp and Ar,m ∈ C
Nr×Lp respec-

tively, i.e., we have R(Hm) = C(AH
t,m) and C(Hm) =

C(Ar,m), where At,m = [at (φm,1), . . . , at (φm,Lp )] and
Ar,m = [ar (θm,1), . . . , ar (θm,Lp )]. Furthermore, it fol-
lows from (9) that C(U1

m) ⊆ C(Hm) = C(Ar,m), which
finally implies that C(WMMSE,m) ⊆ C(Ar,m).

3) Furthermore, recall that the elements of the RF RC
WRF,m are constant gain phase quantities. Hence, the
columns of WRF,m can be suitably selected from the
columns of Ar,m. Therefore, the pertinent RC design
problem reduces to selecting a suitable set of Mr

columns from the receiver array response matrix Ar,m

followed by determining the optimal BB RC.
As a result, the constraint on WRF,m can be readily inte-

grated into the optimization problem of (18), which yields the
following updated problem

W̃opt
BB,m =

arg min
W̃BB,m

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣R 1
2
ȳ̄y,m(WMMSE,m − Ar,mW̃BB,m)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

,

s.t.
∣∣∣∣diag

(
W̃BB,mW̃H

BB,m

)∣∣∣∣
0 = Mr, (19)

where W̃BB,m ∈ C
Lp×Ns denotes the intermediate BB RC ma-

trix, whose Mr non-zero rows form the desired BB RC WBB,m.
The constraint in (19) states that the matrix W̃BB,m cannot
have more than Mr non-zero rows, leading to its simultane-
ous sparse structure. Furthermore, WRF,m can be obtained by
extracting the columns of Ar,m, whose indices correspond to
the non-zero rows of W̃BB,m. An important observation in
(19) is that one has to have perfect knowledge of the AoAs
to construct the matrix Ar,m, which is practically difficult to
obtain. Toward this end, we consider a discrete fourier trans-
form (DFT) codebook GRx ∈ C

Nr×Nr known at each receiver,
which contains the vectors a(ξm) ∈ C

Nr×1 defined as

a(ξm) = 1√
Nr

[1, e jξm , . . . , e j(Nr−1)ξm ]T , (20)

where the angle ξm is given by

ξm = 2π (m − 1)

Nr
, m = 1, . . . , Nr. (21)

Hence, our codebook GRx contains the set of DFT-basis vec-
tors as

GRx = {
a(ξ1), a(ξ2), . . . , a(ξNr )

}
. (22)

Employing this, the equivalent hybrid RC design problem can
be reformulated as

W
opt
BB,m =

arg min
WBB,m

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣R 1
2
ȳ̄y,m(WMMSE,m − GRxWBB,m)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

,

s.t.
∣∣∣∣∣∣diag(WBB,mW

H
BB,m )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0

= Mr. (23)

The solution of the optimization problem above can be ob-
tained using the SOMP-based simultaneous sparse signal
recovery technique. The key steps of the SOMP technique are
given in Algorithm 1. In each iteration, step-4 and step-5 find
the index q of the column of the codebook GRx, which has
the maximum weighted projection along the residue Wres,m

determined in the previous iteration. Step-6 updates the matrix
WRF,m by including the qth column of GRx. Step-7 and step-8
compute the BB RC WBB,m using the weighted least squares
solution and the corresponding residue matrix Wres,m, respec-
tively. The algorithm concludes when the number of columns
in WRF,m equals Mr, at which point the algorithm terminates
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Algorithm 1: Blind MMSE Combining Based on SOMP
at the mth SU.

Require: WMMSE,m

1: WRF,m = Empty Matrix
2: Wres,m = WMMSE,m

3: for i ≤ Mr do
4: � = GH

RxRȳȳ,mWres,m

5: q = arg maxl=1,...Gr (��H)l,l

6: WRF,m = [WRF,m|G(q)
Rx ]

7:

WBB,m = (WH
RF,mRȳȳ,mWRF,m)−1WH

RF,m

× Rȳȳ,mWMMSE,m

8: Wres,m = WMMSE,m−WRF,mWBB,m
||WMMSE,m−WRF,mWBB,m||F

9: end for
10: return WRF,m, WBB,m

and returns the matrices WRF,m, WBB,m. The computational
complexity of the blind MMSE combiner algorithm can be
explicitly evaluated as follows. The complexity of Step-1 in
Algorithm 1 that evaluates the MMSE RC WMMSE using (17)
is of the order O(NrN3

s ) since it involves the inversion of a
diagonal matrix followed by matrix multiplication. Further-
more, the worst-case complexity of the iterative loop from
Step-3 to Step-9 corresponds to Step 4, that has a complexity
of O(N2

r MrNs) [4]. Therefore, the overall complexity of the
proposed blind MMSE RC is O(N2

r MrNs).
Finally, each SU feeds back its hybrid RC to the CBS

for hybrid TPC design and optimal power allocation. This
procedure is discussed in the subsequent section in detail.

IV. HYBRID PRECODER DESIGN AND OPTIMAL POWER
ALLOCATION AT CBS
Given the knowledge of the hybrid RCs fed back from all
the SUs, the CBS designs the hybrid TPC FRF, FBB and de-
termines the optimal power allocation vector p on the basis
of the maximum tolerable interference Ith and total transmit
power Pmax at the CBS, which maximizes the overall system
SE given by (5), as follows. Let the SU’s effective channel
matrix be defined as H̃m = WH

BB,mWH
RF,mHm ∈ C

Ns×Nt ,∀m.
Therefore, the TPC optimization problem can be formulated
as

max
FRF,FBB,D(p)

Rsum

s.t.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
|FRF(i, j)| = 1√

Nt
,∀i, j,

IPU ≤ Ith,

‖FRFFBBD(
√

p)‖2
F ≤ Pmax.

(24)

Recall that the analog TPC FRF is the same for
all SUs, whereas the overall BB TPC obeys FBB =
[FBB,1, . . . , FBB,m, . . . , FBB,M ], where FBB,m corresponds

to the BB TPC of the mth SU. To maximize the SE in (24),
we now decompose the BB TPC of the mth SU into two
sub-matrices F1

BB,m and F2
BB,m. As a result, the design of

the TPC is divided into two stages. In stage-1, the RF TPC
FRF and BB TPC F1

BB = [F1
BB,1, . . . , F1

BB,m, . . . , F1
BB,M ] ∈

C
Mt×MNs are designed jointly for maximizing each SU’s

SE, while ignoring the MUI. In stage-2, the BB TPC
F2

BB = [F2
BB,1, . . . , F2

BB,m, . . . , F2
BB,M] ∈ C

Ns×MNs is
constructed for mitigating the MUI. The design steps for
both these stages are described below in detail.

Note that ignoring the MUI, the SE of the mth SU is given
by

Rm = log2

(∣∣INs + R−1
nn,mH̃mFRFF1

BB,m

F2
BB,mD(pm)(F2

BB,m)H (F1
BB,m)H FH

RFH̃H
m

∣∣) , (25)

where Rnn,m = σ 2WH
BB,mWH

RF,mWRF,mWBB,m represents the
covariance of the combined noise. Furthermore, using the
SVD of H̃m as H̃m = Ũm�̃mṼH

m and following the steps given
in Appendix A, one can closely approximate Rm as

Rm ≈ log2

(∣∣∣INs

+ (F2
BB,m)H (�̃1

m)H ŨH
m R−1

nn,mŨm�̃1
mF2

BB,mD(pm)
∣∣∣)

−
(

Ns − ||(Ṽ1
m)H FRFF1

BB,m||2F
)

, (26)

where �̃1
m ∈ C

Ns×Ns and Ṽ1
m ∈ C

Nt×Ns denote the first Ns

columns of the matrices �̃m and Ṽm, respectively. Note that
the power allocation vector pm and hybrid TPC FRF, F1

BB,m
are encapsulated in the first and second terms of Rm, respec-
tively, which divides the TPC optimization problem of (25)
into two sub-optimization problems. We formulate the first
sub-optimization problem to design the hybrid TPC under
hardware constraints, which is solved using a two-stage pro-
cedure. The second sub-optimization problem constructed for
power allocation incorporates the transmit power and inter-
ference threshold constraints. Then a closed-form solution is
derived for it. Both these sub-optimization problems and their
solutions are discussed in the subsequent subsections.

A. HYBRID TPC DESIGN
One can observe that, when the term FRFF1

BB,m is set as
a unitary matrix, the second term in (26) reduces to the
squared chordal distance between the two points, namely,
the optimal unconstrained TPC for the mth SU Fopt

m = Ṽ1
m

and FRFF1
BB,m on the Grassmann manifold. Using the ap-

proximation (Ṽ1
m)H FRFF1

BB,m ≈ INs from Appendix A and
exploiting the manifold’s locally Euclidean property, one
can replace the chordal distance by the Euclidean distance
||Fopt

m − FRFF1
BB,m||F . Moreover, since the MUI has been ig-

nored in the first stage, the overall TPC design problem can be
decoupled into M single-user TPC design problems. Hence, it
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can be written as(
Fopt

RF , F1,opt
BB

)
= arg min

F1
BB

∣∣∣∣∣∣Fopt − FRFF1
BB

∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| = 1√
Nt

,∀i, j,

(27)

where Fopt = [Fopt
1 , . . . , Fopt

m , . . . , Fopt
M ] ∈ C

Mt×MNs is the
stacked optimal unconstrained TPC of all the SUs. Ob-
serve that the above TPC design problem closely resembles
the design problem of each SU’s hybrid RC in (18). This
can once again be solved by using the SOMP described in
Section III. One can now exploit the properties of the mm
Wave MIMO channel as discussed in Section III for obtaining
the solution of (27). The corresponding optimization problem
can be reformulated as

F
1,opt
BB = arg min

F
1
BB

∣∣∣∣∣∣Fopt − GTxF
1
BB

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

,

s.t.
∣∣∣∣∣∣diag(F

1
BB(F

1
BB)H)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0

= Mt.

(28)

Here, GTx ∈ C
Nt×2Nt represents an over-complete dictionary,

which contains the vectors b(ξi ) ∈ C
Nt×1, i = 1, . . . , 2Nt , de-

fined as

b(ξi ) = 1√
Nt

[1, e jζi , . . . , e j(Nt−1)ζi ]T , (29)

where the angle ξi is given by

ξi = π (i − 1)

Nt
, i = 1, . . . , 2Nt. (30)

Similarly, the solution to the optimization problem (28) can be
obtained using the SOMP-based simultaneous sparse signal
recovery technique, as already discussed in Algorithm 1. Fur-
thermore, in order to mitigate the MUI, one has to design the
BB TPC F2

BB in the second stage. In order to keep the design
complexity low, we employ the zero forcing (ZF) technique
to determine F2

BB. As per this approach, the CBS computes
the effective channel matrix corresponding to the mth SU
as H̃eff

m = H̃mFRFF1
BB,m ∈ C

Ns×Ns ,∀m, and stacks them in a

matrix as H = [(H̃eff
1 )T . . . (H̃eff

m )T . . . (H̃eff
M )T]T ∈ C

MNs×Ns .
Subsequently, the ZF BB precoder FBB,2 is designed as

F2
BB =

(
H

H
H
)−1

H
H

(31)

Finally, the BB precoder corresponding to the mth SU is
given as FBB,m = F1

BB,mF2
BB,m. The overall design procedure

is summarized in Algorithm2.
The optimization problem to determine the power alloca-

tion vector {pm}M
m=1 is discussed next.

Algorithm 2: Two Stage Hybrid Precoding at the CBS.

Require: Fopt = [Fopt
1 , . . . , Fopt

M ]
1: Employ SOMP to obtain FRF, F1

BB
2: Design F2

BB using equation (31)
3: FBB,m = F1

BB,mF2
BB,m

4: return FRF, FBB,m,∀m.

B. SUM SE MAXIMIZATION
Using (26), the optimal power allocation for sum SE maxi-
mization can be formulated as

popt = max
{pm}M

m=1

M∑
m=1

log2

(∣∣∣INs

+ (F2
BB,m)H (�̃1

m)H ŨH
m R−1

nn,mŨm�̃1
mF2

BB,mD(pm)
∣∣∣)

s.t. IPU ≤ Ith,

‖FRFFBBD(
√

p)‖2
F ≤ Pmax. (32)

Let us now define the matrix ϒm ∈ C
Ns×Ns as

ϒm = (F2
BB,m)H (�̃1

m)H ŨH
m R−1

nn,mŨm�̃1
mF2

BB,m,

a≈ 1

σ 2

⎡⎢⎢⎣
γ 2

m,1‖f2,(1)
BB,m‖2 . . . 0

. . .

0 . . . γ 2
m,Ns

‖f2,(Ns )
BB,m ‖2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (33)

where γm,i represents the ith principal diagonal element of
the matrix �̃1

m and f2,(i)
BB,m denotes the ith column of F2

BB,m.
Furthermore, the approximation (a) employed in (33) follows
by noting that WH

RF,mWH
BB,mWBB,mWRF,m ≈ INs [2], and the

columns of F2
BB,m are orthogonal, especially for large antenna

arrays [5]. Now, the interference power constraint at the PU
due to the transmission by the CBS can be formulated as

IPU ≤ Ith,

M∑
m=1

Tr
(
GFRFFBB,mD(pm)FH

BB,mFH
RFGH ) ≤ Ith,

M∑
m=1

Tr

⎛⎜⎜⎝D(pm) FH
BB,mFH

RFGHGFRFFBB,m︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ẑm

⎞⎟⎟⎠ ≤ Ith,

M∑
m=1

Ns∑
d=1

pm,dζm,d ≤ Ith, (34)

where pm,d and ζm,d are dth diagonal elements of D(pm) and
Ẑm, respectively. Similarly, the total transmit power constraint
at CBS can be rewritten as

M∑
m=1

Ns∑
d=1

pm,d tm,d ≤ Pmax, (35)
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where tm,d is dth diagonal element of the matrix T̂m =
FH

BB,mFH
RFFRFFBB,m. Therefore, the sum SE maximization for

the mmWave MIMO channel based CR system is given by

max
pm,d

M∑
m=1

Ns∑
d=1

log2

(
1 + γ 2

m,d‖f2,(d )
BB,m‖2

σ 2
pm,d

)

s.t.
M∑

m=1

Ns∑
d=1

pm,dζm,d ≤ Ith,

M∑
m=1

Ns∑
d=1

pm,dtm,d ≤ Pmax,

pm,d ≥ 0. (36)

The theorem below obtains the optimal power pm,d allocated
to the mth SU and its dth stream.

Theorem 1: The SE of the system given in (36) is maxi-
mized by

pm,d = max

{
0,

1

λζm,d + ωtm,d
− σ 2

γ 2
m,d‖f2,(d )

BB,m‖2

}
∀m, d.

(37)
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. �

C. MAXIMIZING GEOMETRIC MEAN OF SU RATES
The optimal power allocation to maximize the GM of SU rates
can be formulated as

popt = max
{pm}M

m=1

(
M

m=1Rm(p)
)1/M

s.t. IPU ≤ Ith

‖FRFFBBD(
√

p)‖2
F ≤ Pmax. (38)

Let us define the function

f (R1(p), . . . , RM (p)) = 1(
M

m=1Rm(p)
)1/M . (39)

As a result, (38) is equivalent to

popt = min
{p}

f (R1(p), . . . , RM(p))

s.t. IPU ≤ Ith,

‖FRFFBBD(
√

p)‖2
F ≤ Pmax. (40)

Let p{k} denote the optimal power obtained in the (k − 1)th
iteration. The linearized form of f (R1(p), . . . , RM (p)) at
(R1(p{k}), . . . , RM (p{k})) can be written as

2 f (R1(p{k}), . . . , RM (p{k}))−

f (R1(p{k}), . . . , RM (p{k}))
1

M

M∑
m=1

Rm(p)

Rm(p{k})
. (41)

Note that f (R1(p{k}), . . . , RM (p{k})) > 0. Hence, the resultant
optimization problem can be written as

popt = max
p

M∑
m=1

δ{k}
m Rm(p)

s.t. IPU ≤ Ith,

‖FRFFBBD(
√

p)‖2
F ≤ Pmax, (42)

where δ
{k}
m = f (R1(p{k} ),...,RM(p{k} ))

Rm (p{k} )
,∀m. To solve the above

problem one can use the steepest descent procedure to gen-
erate the next feasible point (p{k+1}), given as

Theorem 2:

p{k+1}
m =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
δ
{k}
m (N{k})−1b{k}

m , if
∑M

m=1(diag(Ẑm))Hδ
{k}
m

×(N{k})−1b{k}
m ≤ Ith and∑M

m=1(diag(T̂m))Hδ
{k}
m (N{k})−1b{k}

m ≤ Pmax

δ
{k}
m
(
N{k} + (κ + ν)INs

)−1
b{k}

m , otherwise
(43)

where κ > 0 and ν > 0 are found by bisection method
such that

∑M
m=1(diag(Ẑm))Hδ

{k}
m (N{k} + κINs )−1b{k}

m = Ith

and
∑M

m=1(diag(T̂m))Hδ
{k}
m (N{k} + νINs )−1b{k}

m = Pmax.
Proof: Given in Appendix C. �
Therefore, the optimal power allocation is found by re-

peating the update in (43) till the objective function of (38)
converges. The proposed two-stage hybrid TPC design and
power allocation at the CBS has the following complexity.
With the aid of [4], the complexity of Step 1 in Algorithm
2 may be shown to be on the order O(N2

t MtNs), while Step
2 and Step 3 involve a pseudo inverse computation and ma-
trix multiplication that have complexities of O(MN4

s ) and
O[MtNs(2Ns − 1)], respectively. Furthermore, the power al-
location schemes based on Theorems 1 and 2 iterate using the
closed-form expressions in (37) and (43), respectively, which
results in a very low complexity compared to Algorithm 2. As
a result, the overall complexity order of the TPC design, along
with optimal power allocation at the CBS, is O(N2

t MtNs).
It is worth noting that the two-stage hybrid TPC design

developed in this section explicitly assumes that the CBS
has perfect knowledge of each SU’s channel Hm and hybrid
RC matrices WRF,m, WBB,m,∀m. Hence, the CBS is able to
calculate Fopt in the first stage and designs F2

BB via the ZF
technique in the second stage using the perfect knowledge
of H̃eff

m , which is challenging, if not impossible, to obtain in
practical systems. Therefore, the next section overcomes this
impediment via limited feedback.

V. PRECODING/COMBINING IN LIMITED FEEDBACK
This paper proposes the design of the RF RCs WRF,m us-
ing a quantized codebook, which is well-suited for limited
feedback, since their columns can be represented using the
corresponding indices of the Nr−dimensional DFT codebook
GRx. This requires log2 Nr bits for representing each col-
umn of WRF,m, implying that Mr log2 Nr bits are required
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for the limited feedback of WRF,m. However, the techniques
described in the above sections consider analog feedback of
the mmWave MIMO channel Hm and baseband RC WBB,m.
This can be avoided following the limited feedback approach
described below:

i) With the knowledge of the mmWave MIMO channel
Hm, each SU performs blind MMSE RC as discussed
in Section III along with some modifications explained
next. It follows from the design of WRF,m that it sat-
isfies the property WH

RF,mWRF,m = IMr . Furthermore,
we additionally restrict the baseband RC WBB,m in (23)
to be semi-unitary, i.e., WH

RF,mWH
BB,mWBB,mWRF,m =

INs . Note that this design constraint implies that the
noise covariance matrix Rnn,m at the output of the
RC in (25) reduces to σ 2INs , which significantly re-
duces the feedback overhead required, since now one
does not have to feed back the RF and BB RCs
WRF,m, WBB,m∀m, respectively, to the CBS. This en-
ables the CBS to design the hybrid TPCs using only
the effective channel H̃m = WH

BB,mWH
RF,mHm. This ad-

ditional semi-unitary constraint on the baseband RC
WBB,m can be supported by replacing the least squares
solution in step (7) of Algorithm 1, by the solution to the
corresponding (OPP) [34]. This is given by WBB,m =
Um1VH

m1, where Um1 ∈ C
Mr×Ns and Vm1 ∈ C

Ns×Ns are
unitary matrices obtained from the compact SVD of the
quantity WH

RF,mR̄ȳy,mWMMSE,m.
ii) Finally, each SU quantizes the effective channel matrix

H̃m using a RVQ codebook, and feeds the correspond-
ing index of each quantized channel vector back to
the CBS using a limited number of bits. The finer de-
tails of RVQ codebook design are omitted here due
to space constraints. However, the construction pro-
cedure of such a codebook has been well-studied in
the rich literature on limited feedback MIMO systems
in [35], [36], [37], which can be referred by the inter-
ested readers.

Toward quantization, the normalized channel matrix of

the mth SU is obtained as Ĥm = H̃m
||H̃m|| F

= [ĥm,1, . . . , ĥm,Nt ].

Next, using an RVQ codebook H of size 2B, the quantized
vectors ĥm,i,∀i are choosen such that

ĥQ
m,i = arg max

g∈H
|(ĥm,i )

H g|, i = 1, . . . , Nt (44)

to obtain the quantized matrix ĤQ
m = [ĥQ

m,1, . . . , ĥQ
m,Nt

]. Fur-
thermore, the CBS uses Algorithm 2 to design the TPC based
on ĤQ

m followed by optimal power allocation using Theorem
1 and Theorem 2 toward sum SE and GM maximization,
respectively.

Let RQ
m denote the resulting rate of the mth SU achieved via

this limited feedback procedure. As a result, the average rate
loss per SU �Rm can be defined as

�Rm = E[Rm − RQ
m], (45)

which can be upper-bounded by following [3] as

�Rm ≤ log2

∣∣∣∣INs + α

σ 2
NtNr2

− B
Mt−1

×
(

1 + Mt − 1

Nt

(
1 + Np − 1

NtNr

))
D(pm)

∣∣∣∣ , (46)

with α = E[|αm,l |2],∀m, l .

In the large antenna regime,
Np−1
NtNr

� 1 and Mt−1
Nt

� 1.
Therefore, in such a system, (46) reduces to

�Rm ≤ log2

∣∣∣∣INs + α

σ 2
NtNr2

− B
Mt−1 D(pm)

∣∣∣∣ . (47)

One can observe from 47 that the rate loss is proportional to
the number of TAs/RAs and the number of RF chains.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents our simulation results for demonstrating
the performance of the blind MMSE hybrid RC approach
followed by the proposed 2-stage hybrid TPC method to
maximize the sum SE and GM of SU rates for mmWave
MU MIMO CR systems. We compare the results obtained to
that of the EGT-BD (equal gain transmission-block diagonal-
ization) design technique proposed in [28], the fully analog
technique of [25], hybrid transmit beamforming technique
of [26], and also benchmark them using the performance
of an ideal fully digital beamformer. Note that the tech-
niques proposed in [25] and [26] are designed for single-RF
chain based systems. Hence, they require MNs time slots for
transmission of MNs data symbols, resulting in MUI- and
ISI-free transmission. Moreover, the simulation setup com-
prises a uniform linear array (ULA) configuration with half-
wavelength antenna spacing for the CBS and all the SUs. The
mmWave MIMO channel has Np = 10 multipath components
for which the AoA/AoDs are assumed to follow a uniform
distribution between [0, 2π ]. While implementing the SOMP
based TPC/RC algorithm, this work further considers two
scenarios:

i) the availability of perfect knowledge of the antenna
array steering vectors at each SU and CBS. This is a
hypothetical scenario and its performance serves purely
as a bound.

ii) A realistic scenario, where the antenna array steering
vectors are unknown to all the SUs and CBS. In this
scenario, the mth SU and CBS employ predetermined
codebooks for designing WRF,m,∀m, and FRF respec-
tively. For this purpose, at each SU, an Nr−dimensional
DFT basis is considered as the codebook GRx, whereas
an over-complete codebook GTx with size Nt × 2Nt is
employed at the CBS.

Furthermore, in line with the existing mmWave MU MIMO
literature, this work considers the number of RF chains at CBS
to be equal to the sum of the number of all RF chains at all
the SUs i.e., Mt = MMr. The range of the maximum tolerable
interference level Ith of the PU is kept between -10 dB to
25 dB to examine the system performance in both the low
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FIGURE 3. SE versus Ith of different TPC/RC solutions for a 8 × 128 mmWave MU MIMO CR system with M = 8, Mr = 2Ns, Mt = MMr.

as well as high Ith regime, whereas the maximum available
transmit power Pmax at the CBS is set to 10 dB. Finally, all
the reported simulation results are obtained by averaging over
1000 random mmWave MIMO channel realizations.

Fig. 3 shows the SE achieved by an 8 × 128 system for
Ns = 2 and Ns = 4 data streams, where the number of anten-
nas at each SU is Nr = 8 and that at the CBS is Nt = 128.
The CBS is equipped with Mt = MMr RF chains for serving
M = 8 SUs, each having Mr = 2Ns RF chains. One can ob-
serve from the figure that there is a net loss in SE from GM
maximization in comparison with the sum SE maximization,
which can be treated as the cost required to achieve user
fairness. However, the proposed hybrid transceiver design for
our MU CR system approaches the SE of the optimal fully-
digital solution for Ns = 2 data streams per SU. By contrast,
for Ns = 4, there is a slight SE gap achieved with respect
to the ideal fully-digital architecture. This can be attributed
jointly to the increased error in approximating the hybrid TPC
to the ideal fully-digital TPC as well as the increased ISI.
It is also important to note that the proposed design using
codebooks is closely capable of tracking the performance of
the scenario, where perfect knowledge of the antenna array
steering vectors is available. This demonstrates the efficacy of
the codebooks employed and also relaxes the requirement of
perfect knowledge of the array steering vectors at the respec-
tive ends. One can note that for a low interference threshold
Ith, the performance achieved by EGT-BD closely resembles
the performance achieved by the proposed design. However,
for a high Ith, its performance degrades significantly. This is
due to the inability of the EGT-BD to cancell the resultant
ISI at high values of Ith, which arises due to the suboptimal
nature of the BD method. However, the schemes described
in [25] and [26] lag behind the proposed scheme due to the
lack of available degrees of freedom, whereas the proposed
scheme exploits multi-stream communication at both the CBS
and each SU in a single time slot.

To further explore the performance in a MU mmWave
MIMO CR system relying on large antenna arrays, Fig. 4
plots the SE attained for a 16 × 256 system, where the CBS
is equipped with Mt = 64 RF chains for serving M = 8 sec-
ondary users, each having Mr = 8 RF chains. A similar trend
is observed here, where the proposed design using codebooks
performs very close to the benchmarks. One can also note the
improved SE upon increasing the dimensions of the system
from 8 × 128 to 16 × 256, which is due to the dual effects of
a higher beamforming gain and combined with the increased
rank of the effective baseband channel.

Fig. 5 shows the SE versus interference threshold Ith by
considering Mr ∈ {4, 8, 10} RF chains at each SU and the cor-
responding RF chains at the CBS, so that we have Mt = MMr

for a fixed number of data streams Ns = 4. It can be seen from
the figure that the SE of both sum SE and GM maximiza-
tion using the proposed design procedures approach that of
the optimal fully digital design upon increasing Mr. This is
because, upon increasing the number of RF chains, the RF
TPC FRF and the RCs WRF,m comprise an increased number
of columns from the corresponding codebooks, which leads to
a reduced approximation error in (18) and (27). Note that in
the CR system, there is a power limitation at the SUs due to the
resultant interference threshold at the PU. Hence it is desirable
to increase the number of RF chains at the CBS, which will
lead to an increased of overall SE, while compensating for the
limited power.

The SE of the system is further investigated by altering its
multiplexing settings, i.e. the number of parallel data streams
Ns handled by each SU, and the number of SUs M supported
by the CBS at any given moment, since the total number
of supported data streams is dependent on the number of
SUs supported by CBS and the number of parallel data
streams supported by each SU. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 illustrate
the SE achieved by different TPC/RC solutions in a 16 × 256
system for interference threshold Ith = 5 dB. The number of
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FIGURE 4. SE versus Ith of different TPC/RC solutions for a 16 × 256 mmWave MU MIMO CR system with M = 8, Mr = 2Ns, Mt = MMr.

FIGURE 5. SE versus Ith of proposed TPC/RC solutions for a 16 × 256
mmWave MU MIMO CR system with M = 8 and for different values of Mr

at each SU with Ns = 4.

FIGURE 6. SE attained by different TPC/RC solutions in a 16 × 256
mmWave MU MIMO CR system where M increases from 2 to 14, Ith = 5 dB
and Ns = 2.

FIGURE 7. SE attained by different TPC/RC solutions in a 16 × 256
mmWave MU MIMO CR system where M increases from 2 to 14, Ith = 5 dB
and Ns = 4.

serving SUs is varied from M = 2 to 14. The number of data
streams per SU is set to Ns = 2 for Fig. 6, whereas it is kept
as Ns = 4 for Fig. 7. Observe from both figures that the SE
of both sum SE and GM using the proposed scheme increases
upon increasing number of SUs M, and the number of streams
Ns. On the other hand, the SE of the EGT-BD saturates and
beyond M = 10 it degrades upon increasing Ns and M due to
the significant overlap of the row subspaces of the channels
Hm, which reduces its capability of cancelling the MUI and
ISI [29]. Furthermore, the gap between the SE of the proposed
scheme with respect to the fully-digital benchmark increases
for Ns = 4, since in this scenario the approximation error
defined in (27) increases, ultimately leading to an increase in
the MUI. On the other hand, one can see that the gap between
the proposed scheme and EGT-BD increases upon increasing
Ns and M, which shows the efficiency of the ZF method used
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FIGURE 8. SE attained by different TPC/RC solutions where the number of
CBS antennas (Nt) varies from 128 to 512, Nr = 8, M = 8, Ith = 5 dB and
Ns = 2.

in the second stage of designing the TPC F2
BB. Fig. 8 compares

the SE achieved by the different TPC/RC solutions, when the
number of CBS antennas Nt is varied from 128 to 512 for a
fixed number of RF chains Mt = 32 at the CBS. The number
of SUs M is set to 8, each equipped with Nr = 8 antennas and
Mr = 4 RF chains. Furthermore, the performance is evaluated
at Ith = 5 dB prescribed by the PU. The figure shows that
as the number of CBS antennas Nt increases, the SEs of the
sum and GM rate maximization paradigms for the various
TPC designs improves as a result of the ensuing beamforming
gain. It can be readily observed that the proposed scheme
outperforms its existing counterpart. Furthermore, when the
number of CBS antennas Nt increases, the performance gap
between the proposed design and the EGT-BD increases. At
the same time, the SE of the proposed scheme approaches that
of the ideal fully-digital transceiver upon increasing Nt . This
finding suggests that for improving the SE, one can increase
the number of CBS antennas instead of increasing the number
of power-hungry RF chains.

Finally, Figs. 9 and 10 plot the SE achieved by the proposed
TPC/RC solution for the 8 × 128 and 16 × 256 downlink
mmWave MU MIMO CR systems considered in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, respectively, but for the limited feedback scenario of
Section V. Furthermore, we assume that each SU uses B = 4
bits to quantize the columns of the effective channel matrix
in both 8 × 128 and 16 × 256 systems. Observe from the
figure that the effective channel matrix H̃m and its limited
feedback leads to some loss in the SE of both the sum and GM
rate maximization approaches. However, upon increasing the
number of antennas, both sum SE and GM performance de-
grades as compared with analog feedback as shown in Fig. 10.
This is because the rate loss increases logarithmically with
the antenna numbers as shown in (47). Therefore, one should
increase the number of quantization bits with the antennas
numbers to avoid the significant performance degradation.
Thus, there is a trade-off between the SE and feedback over-
head.

FIGURE 9. SE versus Ith of proposed TPC/RC solutions with limited
feedback for 8 × 128 mmWave MU MIMO CR systems with Ns = 2,

B = 4.

FIGURE 10. SE versus Ith of proposed TPC/RC solutions with limited
feedback for 16 × 256 mmWave MU MIMO CR systems with Ns = 2,

B = 4.

VII. CONCLUSION
Hybrid TPC and RC designs were conceived for the down-
link of a MU mmWave MIMO CR system operating in the
underlay mode. Decoupled hybrid TPC, MMSE-RC and op-
timal power allocation solutions were presented that either
maximize the overall downlink SE of the SUs or GM of the
SU rates, while satisfying the interference constraint imposed
by the PU. A limited feedback strategy relying on OPP and
RVQ was also developed, which significantly reduces the
overhead, while performing close to its analog feedback coun-
terpart. Our simulation results demonstrated that the proposed
scheme can achieve a performance comparable to that of ideal
fully-digital beamforming, while outperforming the existing
techniques, which can be attributed to the efficient nature of
the low-complexity ZF-based MUI cancellation procedure.
Furthermore, it has been observed that the performance gap
between the proposed technique and the fully-digital bench-
mark reduces upon increasing the system dimensions, i.e.,
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number of TAs/RAs and RF chains. It would be interesting to
develop the corresponding transceiver design for frequency-
selective mmWave MIMO systems in our future work.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION FOR (26)
Using the SVD of H̃m, (25) can be written as

Rm = log2
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Furthermore, let us define the following two partitions
of the matrices �̃m and Ṽm as �̃m = [�̃1

m 0] and Ṽm =
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m Ṽ2
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where approximation (b) implies that the eigenvalues of X =
(INs + �m)−1�m(INs − �m) are small. Hence log2(|INs −
X|) ≈ log2(1 − Tr(X)) ≈ −Tr(X) while (c) follows due to
the high SNR.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Observe that the maximization of the concave function in
(36) is equivalent to minimizing its negative value. There-
fore, we minimize the quantity −∑M

m=1
∑Ns

d=1 log2(1 +
γ 2

m,d‖f2,(d)
BB,m‖2

σ 2 pm,d ) using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
framework. Let the Lagrange multipliers λ, ω and μm,d∀m, d
be associated with the interference inequality, maximum
transmit power inequality and power causality constraints in
equation (36), respectively. Thus, the KKT conditions are
given as [38]

− γ 2
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σ 2

(
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= 0 ∀m, d,
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ω

(
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M∑
m=1

Ns∑
d=1

pm,dtm,d

)
= 0,

pm,d ≥ 0, μm,d ≥ 0, μm,d pm,d = 0 ∀m, d . (48)

From first condition of (48), power profile can be written as

pm,d = max

{
0,

1

λζm,d + ωtm,d
− σ 2

γ 2
m,d‖f2,(d)

BB,m‖2

}
∀m, d.

(49)
Note that the λ and ω in (49) can be found using the interior
point method such that the KKT conditions in (48) are satis-
fied.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Using Eq. (25), it follows that

Rm(p) = log2
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the inequality in [20], one obtains
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Therefore, the above equation yields
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The function R{k}
m (p) is seen to be concave quadratic. There-

fore, we solve the following convex problem at the kth
iteration to generate p{k+1}

max
p
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with 0  N{k} = ∑M
m=1 δ

{k}
m c{k}

m ϒm. Using the Lagrangian
multiplier method, the next iterative feasible point p{k+1}

m of

(54) is given by
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